
THE TURN YOUR SELF INSIDE OUT IF YOU WANT TO SEE AN ALIEN GATE
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get                                            Is to tell you                                           of
you           That everything inside of you is outside of you.          side
to live way out in the lies    F < E    way out in the great out

N óWhere fake fear is fake poison                    fuck-ed fake ecological dew:ò N
N óLike your fear is really of getting from ozone lack a cheek of skin cancer:ò N
N óYou have none of being slapped in the face by your perfect loving mother.ò N
N óLike your fear of your sadistic brother is a fear of unknown mugger smother.ò N

    
�
EóLike your deepest fear of your father is a fear of sharp murderers in evil empires way out farther.òF

�
N óYour fear of                      your zit laden sister is really fear of                      herpes blister.ò N
N óLike a wish      < F    to kill your Self is of a vicious    E <    drug lord plot.ò N

              NEóLike your wish                    to kill your family is a surreptitious                     government plot.òFN
" óYour fear of the penis is of bananas. Your fear of sex is best avoided by trick hosannas.òB

� Why do you have to call your finest inner capacities distant Angels?�
� Why do you have to call your intelligence or your lousy self-hatred, God? �
L óYou don’t fear being alone in a cold dark crib at midnight. You fear death.òN

S óYour fear of eating into your mother and getting cannibal breathò ]
N óIs really a fear of total EF extinction mammal doom.ò N

N óNot your self-hatred, but smoking, poisons your room.ò N
N You love Africa. You hate starving kid screams.ò N

G        N óIgnorant armies clash by night in Cuban Miami,ò N           G
Not under          the dark sea in your mind over the island tomb          of I Am I.

  Sure you have      family problems but you’re not as screwed up     as Richard Three.�EóSure,        everyone else but    you       H         H     don’t    H        H    want    to fuck everything free:     Be!òF�
You are not Snopes’ Hamlet! No! G   No!G      No! G No!    G      No! G  No!   Nor were you meant to
A lack of self knowledge is the reason you got the good old kazoo stuck in the stone rununculus.

   You’ve      been tricked into believing in: I must never stop working: In never shirking, In     achieving,
 �EóFor only     dead beat secret aliens believe in being          kept alive by intentional intermittent     breathing.òF�
                                                  [STARS SHINE BRIGHT]             H        [ON SHATTER LIGHT.]
                                              A semi-asymmetrical visage:                     Your inner air hesitator
                                         C  Advises you to always listen          �     for your inner alien visitor.D
                                                Thee.The.That’s 1% of what’s                  in us, is 100% what we are
                                                And who in inner heaven or                    inner hell do we think we are?
       

I
All the stupid superstition supercriptions we’ve                         been prescribed and subscribed to be so far, folks?I


